
All ECS Football Camps are led by Head Football Coach, Jonas Rodriguez. Each camp will also feature instruction from ECS 
Varsity and Middle School Football Coaches as well as former college and pro players.

Coach Rodriguez brings 13 years of coaching experience at 
nationally ranked and recognized football programs and is 
considered by many as one of the top coaches in the state 
of Tennessee. He desires to develop a program built on the 
pillars of prayer, faith, humility, praise, sacrifice, and servant 
leadership. While he is driven to build a championship football 
program, his real desire is to use football as a conduit to mentor 
kids through the gospel that will effect change in their lives.

Rodriguez joins the rich football tradition at ECS, which is one 
of the state’s all-time winning football programs. ECS holds 
eight state championship titles or runners-up putting the 
Eagles among the top 15 schools in the state. ECS’ four state 
titles ranks second best in Memphis-area private schools.

The Skill Development Camp features instruction for aspiring 
quarterbacks, running backs, wide receivers, tight ends, linebackers, 
and defensive backs. Instruction will focus on developing age 
appropriate and proper positional fundamentals. In addition to 
fundamental skill development, players will compete in 1on11, Half-
Line, and 7on7 situations and competitions. This camp serves kids 
who play flag football, tackle football, or are wanting to try the game 
out for the first time.

football skill development camp
Rising 1st-9th Grade // June 6-8, 6-8pm // $75

The ECS Football Technique Development Camp is a padded camp 
in which participants learn and execute proper blocking and tackling 
techniques as it relates to their position. In addition to blocking and 
tackling (foundational football fundamentals), players will learn 
proper stance, start, footwork, and position specific techniques, 
and they will employ these techniques in 1v1, half-line, Oklahoma, 
and team drills and competitions. The ECS football staff will 
promote a safe instructional environment which allows the kids to 
properly learn football fundamentals while also enjoying the natural 
physicality of the sport. 

football technique development camp
fundamentals of blocking and tackling
Rising 3rd-9th Grade // July 11-13, 6-8pm // $75

The ECS Specialists camp will instruct campers on proper 
fundamentals related to place-kicking, punting, short and long 
snapping, as well as holding for kicks. An often-overlooked phase of 
the game, the ECS Football Program greatly values the importance 
of special teams proficiency.

football specialists camp
kickers / snappers / holders
Rising 3rd-9th grade // June 21-22, 6-8pm // $55

The ECS Big Man Camp is a non-padded camp geared toward 
players seeking to become an offensive or defensive lineman. 
While the quarterbacks and running backs often get the credit, their 
successes could not happen without the big guys in the trenches. 
ECS coaches will instruct on proper stance, alignment, footwork, 
block techniques and block destruction.

football big man camp
offensive line / defensive line
Rising 3rd-9th Grade // June 19-20, 6-8pm $55
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